ECI Named a Finalist for The Network Transformation Awards and The Global
Telecoms Awards
The achievements note ECI’s advances in Cloud Infrastructure and Telecoms Transformation
PETACH TIKVA, Israel – October 10, 2018 – ECI®, a global provider of ELASTIC Network® solutions for
service providers, critical infrastructures and data center operators, today announced that it has been
named a finalist in the 2018 Network Transformation Awards for its Muse™ Software Suite, and The
Global Telecoms Awards (GloTel) for its ELASTIC Services Platform.
2018 Network Transformation Awards
ECI’s Muse™ software suite earned it recognition as one of the finalists in the “Best New Cloud
Infrastructure” category of the Network Transformation Awards (NetTA) for its modular, cloud native
software suite. Muse is a cloud-native solution designed to support existing and future network
infrastructure, leveraging automation and real-time programmatic control to streamline key
components of the service and network lifecycles, including service creation, planning, provisioning and
analytics.
Now in its second year, NetTA, organized by Layer123 and held in conjunction with the SDN NFV World
Congress, recognizes the achievements of companies “advancing the industry to the next generation of
networks.” Winners will be announced at the Network Transformation Awards gala and dinner in The
Hague during SDN NFV World Congress on October 10, 2018. ECI was shortlisted in multiple categories
for previous NetTA awards.
The 2018 Global Telecoms Awards
ECI is also one of the finalists for the upcoming 2018 GLOTEL awards for its achievements in telecom
transformation with its ELASTIC Services Platform that allows service providers to concentrate on
launching new services and driving new revenue streams. The ELASTIC Services Platform empowers
carriers to do more, through simple service creation and lifecycle management, proactive network
assurance, network optimization and automation.
This is the second time ECI has been shortlisted for a GLOTEL award, which recognizes the innovations of
companies “involved in advancing and transforming today's telecoms industry.” Winners will be
announced at a gala and dinner on November 8, 2018 in London at the London Montcalm Marble Arch.
More information on the award categories and shortlists can be found here.
“ECI has done some extremely noteworthy and industry-advancing things this year, and these awards
are a testament to the hard work from our team,” said Jimmy Mizrahi, head of global portfolio of ECI.
“We are honored to be among a shortlist of leading telecom companies around the world for both the
NetTA and GLOTEL awards. Being named a finalist for our work and achievements in transforming the
telecom space are evidence of our innovation and dedication to provide customers with the very best

solutions across the scope of the telecoms industry. We look forward to attending the awards’
ceremonies later this year and celebrating our industry.”
Earlier this year, ECI won the “Best Multi-layer SDN Controller” award during Next Generation Optical
Networking (NGON) and Optical DCI 2018, the world's leading optical networks event. ECI also won the
“Optical Subsystems Category” of the Lightwave Innovation Reviews Program in Q1 this year. In fact,
virtually all of ECI’s product families and solutions have been recognized multiple times in a variety of
industry awards over the last couple of years.
For more information about ECI's Muse platform, or other ELASTIC network solutions, please visit:
http://www.ecitele.com/muse-applications.
About ECI
ECI is a global provider of ELASTIC network solutions to CSPs, critical infrastructures as well as data
center operators. Along with its long-standing, industry-proven packet-optical transport, ECI offers a
variety of SDN/NFV applications, end-to-end network management, a comprehensive cyber security
solution, and a range of professional services. ECI's ELASTIC solutions ensure open, future-proof, and
secure communications. With ECI, customers have the luxury of choosing a network that can be tailormade to their needs today while being flexible enough to evolve with the changing needs of tomorrow.
For more information, visit us at www.ecitele.com.
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